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Disclaimer on use of Sample Material
Confidentiality
These tasks are taken from legacy Controlled Assessment tasks, undertaken and submitted by candidates. Where
possible, we have removed all identifying information from these assessments. Should any data remain, you are
requested to treat this confidentially and inform OCR as soon as possible highlighting the data concerned.

Use of URS Sheets and Sample Material
These tasks have all been moderated as part of the relevant exam series in which they were submitted and the marks
submitted have all been allowed to stand. However, schools should bear in mind that this only indicates that the overall
assessment of the Controlled Assessment is within tolerance and not necessarily each individual mark band. There may
be instances where the mark scheme has been applied too generously, or similarly too harshly. This would have been
identified in the reports to the centre – but will not be evident from URS alone. The spirit of the release of these samples
is to give teachers better understanding of what High, Medium and Low graded coursework would feel like as an entity,
rather than exact definitions of requirements for mark bands independently.
The provision of high graded work should not infer that this is the only, or best way of writing up a Controlled
Assessment Task. Candidates are encouraged to map their personal journey through the tasks. Writing frames, or ‘guides’
for documentation are against the spirit of the coursework and constitute malpractice.
Each set of materials released contains a High, Middle and Low grade band. This should allow teachers to gain good
understanding of the general standard of work quality required for each mark band, and as a whole – especially when
comparing each set side by side.
Teachers are encouraged to seek further support when they feel clarification is needed in applying the mark scheme. We
would also recommend regular CPD in respect of Controlled Assessment delivery and marking.

Accuracy
All work has, where possible, remained unaltered from the original submission. There may well be grammatical errors
and poor layout in diagrams. This is to allow better matching of mark band criteria, where specific bullet points refer to
quality of Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar, and also ease of navigation etc. Any significant changes are clearly
marked. Some data that is perceived sensitive may be blocked out in black.
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A453
Task 1
What I’m going to do.
Create program that simulates a roll of a 4, 6 or 12 sided dice. The user will pick what dice is to be thrown the program
will then output the result of the throw. This will be able to be done as many time as required.
Success Criteria
• The system should display a choice of a 4, 6 or 12 die.
•

The user will then be able to choose which die that will be rolled

•

The system will then ‘roll’ the chosen die

•

The output of die chosen and the die roll will then be displayed

•

The process will then be able to be repeated

Flow chart
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Pseudo Code
4 sided die clicked
Dice = 4
No = random number between 1 and 4
Output “Dice” & (Dice) & “Has been chosen. The result was “ & (No)
6 sided die clicked
Dice = 6
No = random number between 1 and 6
Output “Dice” & (Dice) & “Has been chosen. The result was “ & (No)
12 sided die clicked
Dice = 12
No = random number between 1 and 12
Output “Dice” & (Dice) & “Has been chosen. The result was “ & (No)
Test plan
What I’m testing
That the 4 sided die works

How I will test it
Click 4 sided die

That the 6 sided die works

Click 6 sided die

That the 12 sided die works

Click 12 sided die

That the user can use the program as
many time as desired

Click the dice randomly for 60
seconds

Expected Output
“The 4 sided dice has been rolled.” &
A number between 1 and 4
“The 6 sided dice has been rolled.” &
A number between 1 and 6
“The 12 sided dice has been rolled.” &
A number between 1 and 12
No crashes

Variables
• No = this will store the number generated locally ready for output. (Integer)
•

Die = This will store the dice chosen. (Integer)

•

Ran = This is where the random number will be generated (As New random)

Validation
The will be no way to enter an invalid input as the only input methods will be the selection buttons.
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Criteria Check

Overall my system met my success criteria, passed all of my system tests and was simple to use and interact with so,
overall was a successes although I could improve it by making the interface more engaging by, for example making an
visual dice to output the result.
Full Code
Public Class Form1
‘These are the declaed variables
Dim Ran As New Random()
Dim No As Integer
Dim Dice As Integer
‘This is the roll code for the 4 sided dice
Private Sub die1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.
EventArgs) Handles die1.Click
		 Dice = 4
		 No = Ran.Next(1, 5) ‘This will generate a randome number between 0 and
		 Output.Text = “The “ & Dice & “ sided dice has been chosen. The result
“ & No
End Sub
‘This is the roll code for the 6 sided dice
Private Sub die2_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.
EventArgs) Handles die2.Click
		 Dice = 6
		 No = Ran.Next(1, 7) ‘This will generate a randome number between 0 and
		 Output.Text = “The “ & Dice & “ sided dice has been chosen. The result
10
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“ & No
End Sub
‘This is the roll code for the 12 sided dice
Private Sub die12_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.
EventArgs) Handles die12.Click
		 Dice = 12
		 No = Ran.Next(1, 13) ‘This will generate a randome number between 0 and 12
		 Output.Text = “The “ & Dice & “ sided dice has been chosen. The result was
“ & No
End Sub
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Task 2
What I’m going to do.
I’m going to make the start of a game with two characters who each have two attributes ,strength and skill. These will be
determined by a 4 and 12 sided dice being rolled then the value of the 12 sided dice will be divided by the value of the
4 sided dice. The result will then be rounded down then added to the initial attribute value of 10. This will be repeated
for each attribute for each character. The game will then store a sample of the two attributes for both characters to a text
file.
Success Criteria
• At the start of the game a 4 and 12 sided dice are rolled
•

The value of the 12 sided dice is divided by the value of the 4 sided dice.

•

The result will be rounded down then added to the initial attribute value of 10.

•

The calculation is repeated while setting the results to the attributes corresponding variable

•

The results are outputted to the text file

Flow chart
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Pseudo Code
Form load
X=0
Do Until x = 4
No1 = Random number between 1 and 4 generated
No2 = Random number between 1 and 12 generated
Attribute(x) = Math.Floor(No2/No1)
X=X+1
Loop
Output all the attribute values to a text file
Variables
Filename String
Attribute(0 To 3) Single = The array to store the attribute values
No1 Integer = This to store the 1st random numbers generated
No2 Integer This to store the 2nd random numbers generated
X Integer = This to store the number the loop uses
ran1 Random= The random number generator
Test plan
What I’m testing
That the random numbers generated
are random

How will I test it
By running the program multiple
times then consulting the text file

That the program divides the
numbers correctly

By running the program multiple
times then consulting the text file

Testing numbers close, far away and
the same as each other
That the result from the division is
By running the program multiple
rounded down correctly
times then consulting the text file
That the result is added to 10 correctly By running the program multiple
times then consulting the text file
The results of the operations are
By running the program multiple
outputted to the text file correctly
times then consulting the text file
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Expected output
A random number between 1 and
4 each time and A random number
between 1 and 12
The correct answer to the division

The answer to the division correctly
rounded down
The result correctly added to 10
correctly
The results of the operations are
outputted to the text file correctly
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The program was very successful as all the success criteria was met and the program does exactly what the specification
states although the program could be improved if you could choose the difficulty at the start of the game that would
make the range of random numbers generated larger therefore making the attribute values vary more.

Public Class Form1
‘This is declartion of the text file and the opening of it
Dim Filename As String = “Stats.txt”
Dim objreader As New System.IO.StreamWriter(Filename, True)
‘This is the array to store the attribute values after they have been
determined
Dim Attribute(0 To 3) As Single
‘These are the variables to store the random numbers once they have been
generated
Dim No1 As Integer
Dim No2 As Integer
‘This stores the number the loop uses to output to the array and to know when
to stop
Dim X As Integer
‘this is the randome number
Dim ran1 As New Random
Private Sub Form1_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.
EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load
17
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		 X = 0
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Start of a new game.”)
		 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
		 ‘This is the loop that generates the attribute values
Do Until X = 4
			 ‘Here the random numbers are generated
			 No1 = ran1.Next(1, 5)
			 No2 = ran1.Next(1, 13)
			 ‘Below the calculation is done and the result is set to the next
attribute
			 Attribute(X) = Math.Floor(10 + (No2 / No1))
			 ‘Here I output each step to the text file
			 objreader.WriteLine(“Below is the stat generation, broken down into
each step for stat number “ & (X + 1))
			 objreader.WriteLine(“No1 was “ & No1)
			 objreader.WriteLine(“No2 was “ & No2)
			 objreader.WriteLine(“No2 Divided by No1 was “ & (No2 / No1))
			 objreader.WriteLine(“No2 Divided by No1 rounded down was “ & Math.
Floor(No2 / No1))
			 objreader.WriteLine(“No2 Divided by No1 rounded down plus 10 was “ & 10
+ Math.Floor(No2 / No1))
			 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
			 X = X + 1
		 Loop
		 ‘After the loop is done all the attribute values are displayed to the user
in 4 buttons in the form
		 Button1.Text = Attribute(0)
		 Button2.Text = Attribute(1)
		 Button3.Text = Attribute(2)
		 Button4.Text = Attribute(3)
		 ‘The last thing done is outputting the actual attribute values to the text
file
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Character 1 skill was:” & Attribute(0))
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Character 1 strength was:” & Attribute(1))
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Character 2 skill was:” & Attribute(2))
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Character 2 strength was:” & Attribute(3))
		 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
		 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
		 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
		 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
		 ‘This closes the text file
		 objreader.Close()
End Sub
End Class
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Task 3
What I’m going to do
I’m going to make a program that determines the outcome of an encounter it will allow the user to input the strength
and skill for the two characters. The program will then take those values put then though an algorithm to make a
strength and skill modifier. A dice will then be rolled for each player the one with the highest dice roll will get the
modifiers added to their respected attributes, the one with the lowest will get the modifiers subtracted from their
respected attributes. If any characters skill becomes zero or negative it will be stored as zero. If any characters strength
becomes zero or negative that character dies this will be the end of the game.
Success criteria
• The program will allow the user to input the strength and skill for both character
•

The difference between the strength attributes is calculated, divided by 5 and rounded down then stored as the
strength modifier.

•

The difference between the skill attributes is calculated, divided by 5 and rounded down then stored as the skill
modifier.

•

Both players can roll a 6 sided dice once

•

The results of the dice rolls will be will be compared, if the results are the same nothing will change if the results are
different the player with the highest dice roll will get the modifiers added to their respected attributes, the one with
the lowest will get the modifiers subtracted from their respected attributes.

•

If any characters skill becomes zero or negative it will be stored as zero.

•

If any characters strength becomes zero or negative that character dies this will be the end of the game.

Flow chart
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Pseudo Code
Input Stength1, Strength2, Skill1, Skill2
If Strength1 > Strength2 then
StrengthMod = (Strength1 - Strength2 \ 5)
Else
StrengthMod = (Strength2 – Strength1 \ 5)
End if
If Skill1 > Skill2 then
SkillMod = (Skill1 - Skill2 \ 5)
Else
SkillMod = (Skill2 – Skill1 \ 5)
End if
Dice1 = random number between 1 and 6
Dice2 = random number between 1 and 6
If Dice1 > Dice2 then
Strength1 = Strength1 + StrengthMod
Strength2 = Strength2 – StrengthMod
Skill1 = Skill1 + SkillMod
Skill2 = Skill2 - SkillMod
Else
Strength1 = Strength1 - StrengthMod
Strength2 = Strength2 + StrengthMod
Skill1 = Skill1 - SkillMod
Skill2 = Skill2 + SkillMod
End if
If Skill1 < 0 then
Skill1 = 0
End if
If Skill2 < 0 then
Skill2 = 0
End if
If Strength1 <= 0 then
Output (Character1 Has Died)
End if
If Strength2 <= 0 then
Output (Character2 Has Died)
End if
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Variables
Variable name
ran Random
Dice1 Integer

What is does
This will generate the random numbers
These will store random numbers that are generated

Dice2 Integer
Strength1 Integer

These will store the entered attributes ready for the
calculation and store the new attributes after the
calculation

Strength2 Integer
Skill1 Integer
Skill2 Integer
StrengthMod Integer

These will store the calculated modifiers

SkillMod Integer
Validation		
• No validation is needed as the user can only enter things already in the combo box’s
•

All the numbers there are valid and require no validation.

Test Plan
What I’m testing
If the user can enter the strength and skill attributes
The difference between the strength attributes is calculated the divided by 5 and then rounded down then stored
as the strength modifier
The difference between the Skill attributes is calculated the divided by 5 and then rounded down then stored as
the skill modifier
Two dice are rolled for both character and compared. Whoever has the highest roll wins the encounter
The player that wins the dice roll gets the strength modifier added to their strength attribute and The player that
wins the dice roll gets the skill modifier added to their skill attribute
The player that loses the dice roll gets the strength modifier subtracted from their strength attribute and The
player that loses the dice roll gets the skill modifier subtracted from to their skill attribute
If any skill modifier becomes below zero it is changed to zero
if any strength modifier becomes 0 or below the character that it belongs to Dies
If the dice roll is the same it outputs as a draw
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Public Class Form1
‘Here are the variables for the; the dice rolls
‘The player attributes
‘the Strength and Skill modifier
‘and the random number
Dim Dice1 As Integer
Dim Dice2 As Integer
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Strength1
Strength2
Skill1 As
Skill2 As

As Integer
As Integer
Integer
Integer

Dim StrengthMod As Integer
Dim SkillMod As Integer
Dim ran As New Random()
Dim Filename As String = “Testing.txt”
Private Sub Form1_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.
EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load
		 Dim objreader As New System.IO.StreamWriter(Filename, True)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

objreader.WriteLine(“Start of a new game.”)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
‘This sets the combo boxes value to 1
CB1.SelectedIndex = 0
CB2.SelectedIndex = 0
CB3.SelectedIndex = 0
CB4.SelectedIndex = 0
24
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		 objreader.Close()
End Sub
‘This runs the algorithm to determine the outcome of the encounter
Private Sub Run_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.
EventArgs) Handles Run.Click
		 Dim objreader As New System.IO.StreamWriter(Filename, True)
		
		
		
		
		

‘This sets the attribute variables to the players input
Strength1 = CB1.Text
Strength2 = CB3.Text
Skill1 = CB4.Text
Skill2 = CB2.Text

		
		
		
		
		

objreader.WriteLine(“Strength1
objreader.WriteLine(“Strength2
objreader.WriteLine(“Skill1 is
objreader.WriteLine(“Skill2 is
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)

is “ & Strength1)
is “ & Strength2)
“ & Skill1)
“ & Skill2)

		 ‘This calculates the modifiers for the encounter
		 If Strength1 > Strength2 Then
			 StrengthMod = ((Strength1 – Strength2) \ 5)
		 Else
			 StrengthMod = ((Strength2 – Strength1) \ 5)
End If
objreader.WriteLine(“The StrengthMod is “ & StrengthMod)
If Skill1 > Skill2 Then
		 SkillMod = ((Skill1 – Skill2) \ 5)
Else
		 SkillMod = ((Skill2 – Skill1) \ 5)
End If
objreader.WriteLine(“The SkillMod is “ & SkillMod)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
‘This displays the modifiers
StM.Text = (“The Strength Mod is “ & StrengthMod)
SM.Text = (“The Skill Mod is “ & SkillMod)
‘Here the dice are rolled
Dice1 = ran.Next(1, 7)
Dice2 = ran.Next(1, 7)
objreader.WriteLine(“Dice1 is “ & Dice1)
objreader.WriteLine(“Dice2 is “ & Dice2)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
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‘This is the dice comparison that calculates the new attributes
If Dice1 > Dice2 Then
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Dice1 is Greater than Dice2”)
		 objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
		 Strength1 = Strength1 + StrengthMod
		 Strength2 = Strength2 – StrengthMod
		 Skill1 = Skill1 + SkillMod
		 Skill2 = Skill2 – SkillMod
		 B1.BackColor = Color.Green
		 B2.BackColor = Color.Red
ElseIf Dice2 > Dice1 Then
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Dice2 is Greater than Dice1”)
		 Strength1 = Strength1 – StrengthMod
		 Strength2 = Strength2 + StrengthMod
		 Skill1 = Skill1 – SkillMod
		 Skill2 = Skill2 + SkillMod
		 B2.BackColor = Color.Green
		 B1.BackColor = Color.Red
Else
		 MsgBox(“Draw”)
End If
‘This calculates the out come and if either character dies
If Skill1 < 0 Then
		 Skill1 = 0
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Skill1 was equal or lower than zero”)
End If
If Skill2 < 0 Then
		 Skill2 = 0
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Skill2 was equal or lower than zero”)
End If
If Strength1 <= 0 Then
		 Strength1 = 0
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Strength1 was equal or lower than zero so Charecter1
has died”)
		 MsgBox(“Character1 Has Died”)
End If
If Strength2 <= 0 Then
		 Strength2 = 0
		 objreader.WriteLine(“Strength2 was equal or lower than zero so Charecter2
has died”)
		 MsgBox(“Character2 Has Died”)
End If
‘This outputs the new attribute values
Output1.Text = (“Player 1’ Strength is now “ & Strength1 & “ and the Skill is
now “ & Skill1 & “.”)
Output2.Text = (“Player 2’ Strength is now “ & Strength2 & “ and the Skill is
now “ & Skill2 & “.”)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
objreader.WriteLine(“The new Strength1 is “ & Strength1)
26
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objreader.WriteLine(“The new Strength2 is “ & Strength2)
objreader.WriteLine(“The new Skill1 is “ & Skill1)
objreader.WriteLine(“The new Skill2 is “ & Skill2)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
objreader.WriteLine(“ “)
objreader.Close()
End Sub
End Class
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Testing
What I’m testing

How I’m testing it

Input

If the user can enter the strength
and skill attributes
The difference between the
strength attributes is calculated
the divided by 5 and then
rounded down then stored as the
strength modifier
The difference between the Skill
attributes is calculated the divided
by 5 and then rounded down then
stored as the skill modifier
Two dice are rolled for both
character and compared. Whoever
has the highest roll wins the
encounter
The player that wins the dice roll
gets the strength modifier added
to their strength attribute and The
player that wins the dice roll gets
the skill modifier added to their
skill attribute
The player that loses the dice
roll gets the strength modifier
subtracted from their strength
attribute and The player that loses
the dice roll gets the skill modifier
subtracted from to their skill
attribute
If any skill modifier becomes
below zero it is changed to zero

By trying to enter the
attributes
Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Attribute values

Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Skill 1 = 91

Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Fight button (Click)

Player that wins tile turn
green Video 1

Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Strength 1 = 3

The expected outputs
outputted to the new
attributes label Video 1

Strength 1 = 3
Strength 2 = 86

Skill 2 = 7

Strength 2 = 86
Skill 1 = 91

Video that proves on the
next slide
The Combo boxes that are
used in Video 1
The expected outputted
in the two buttons under
strength modifier Video 1

The expected outputted in
the two buttons under Skill
modifier Video 1

Skill 2 = 7
Fight button (Click)
Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Strength 1 = 3
Strength 2 = 86
Skill 1 = 91

The expected outputs
outputted to the new
attributes label Video 1

Skill 2 = 7
Fight button (Click)
Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Strength 1 = 3
Strength 2 = 86
Skill 1 = 91

The expected outputs
outputted to the new
attributes label Video 1

Skill 2 = 7
if any strength modifier becomes
0 or below the character that it
belongs to Dies

Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video

Fight button (Click)
Strength 1 = 3
Strength 2 = 86
Skill 1 = 91

The expected outputs
outputted to the new
attributes label Video 1

Skill 2 = 7
If the dice roll is the same it
outputs as a draw

Running the program and
consulting the text file and
video
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Fight button (Click)
Clicking on the
fight button lots
until a draw result is
outputted

Video 2
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